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Some of us had never met before we were brought together online by
our mutual lecturer tasked with creating something to help the

student community. Jade and Hope had a brainwave and started to
put together the first version of the book before Chloe, Kirsty,
Dannielle & Kristie came on board to help make the project the
amazing book it is - then the Little Book of Positivity was born!

 
We all have different experiences with mental health, maintaining our

wellbeing and balancing life in general - but we hope that 
something in our little book helps you in some way or helps guides you

to find your own happiness.
 

From us to you.
xoxo

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R S

@fvc.littleb
ook

@lilbookproject
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We're all experiencing difficult times at the
moment so i'd like to share a little technique that

I find very helpful. 
 

MBSR - Mindfulness based stress reduction was
founded by Jon Kabat-Zinn in 1979 and it was

proven that mindfulness helps to induce
relaxation response which then engages the

parasympathetic nervous system. Basically - it
helps restore the body and can calm you down
after a stress response.  By simply breathing in
and out deeply; it can help lower blood pressure,

heart rate and muscle tension!

l e t ' s  b r e a t h e

" At first, I found this very

hard to try and focus on my

breathing but once I got

into it - I loved it! I felt

calm, focused and relaxed"

fvc student

Humans breathe on a daily basis without even
having to think about it! 

 
As we breathe normally - we aren't aware of it,
our body just does it - so our lungs don't fully

inflate. By taking DEEP breaths in and HOLDING
for a few seconds before breathing out - our lungs

get the chance to fully inflate. Kind of like a
balloon! SO doing these techniques sends a

message to the brain telling us to calm down
meaning we are DE-STRESSING and RELAXING the

body which creates a sense of calm.

t a k e  a  s e c o n d  t o  r e a d  t h i s

There's no right or
wrong way to use
this book but here

are some things we
think will help you

get the most out of
this experience

F I N D  A  Q U I E T  S P A C E  &  G E T  C O M F O R T A B L E
C O N C E N T R A T E  O N  Y O U R  B R E A T H I N G  A N D
H O W  I T  F E E L S  R I G H T  N O W
P I C T U R E  Y O U R  L U N G S  L I K E  A  B A L L O O N
Y O U ' R E  T R Y I N G  T O  I N F L A T E
A R E  Y O U  R E A D Y ?  L E T ' S  G E T  B R E A T H I N G !
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Focus on your lungs - if you are a visual
person, try to imagine a balloon. So when
you start to breathe in, you're going to
imagine your lungs filling with air or

visualize your balloon inflating.
Hold that air in for 3 seconds.

Then exhale slowly for 3 seconds.

l e t ' s  b r e a t h e

Imagine all that oxygen running
through your body; so as you

breathe in - focus on the word LET
in your head. Manifest it and hold
onto it then when you're exhaling,

that word will change to GO. GOGO
LET

r e p e a t  5  t i m e s

Mindfulness and breathing techniques can be used anywhere, anytime,
no matter what you're doing - nobody even has to know you're doing it!

 
Can't sleep? Practice breathing to promote a better sleep.

Stressed in the supermarket? Do some breathing to keep you calm.
Kids and every day life getting the best of you? Breathe to de-stress.

" I T  A L W A Y S  S E E M S  I M P O S S I B L E  U N T I L  I T ' S  D O N E "

n e l s o n  m a n d e l a
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COLOURING IS GOOD FOR THE SOULCOLOURING IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL



Rolling down hills.
It sounds daft but not too long

ago, a friend and I were sitting on
a big grass hill talking about

some things that were bothering
us and we were sad. 

One of us started talking about
how much fun rolling down hills

was as a kid. We debated
whether or not it would still feel
the same or if we'd just feel silly.
The only natural conclusion was
to test out that theory. We were
already sad, we could only really

go up from there.

We're in our twenties but it
didn't stop us from doing it. We
laughed and laughed and it was
like a weight off our shoulders.
when we were finished. It was
even better when other people
slowly but surely started to roll
down the bits of hill they were
perched on - it was like a chain

reaction of fun. 

Sometimes a little silliness can
make all the difference. 

ONE - . go for a walk
 with a friend

 
TW0 - find a big hill.

 
 THREE - WHAT ARE

YOU WAITING FOR? GET
ROLLING!

 
I was spending too much time in bed, not making an effort to go out
and I was really down about my body and my life in general. I came

across a gym offering free online fitness videos and decided to give it a
go. I nearly threw up after the first one. And the second time. And the
third time. I wanted to give up, it was too hard. Eventually I stopped

feeling sick after exercising and started to notice the rush it gave me. I
started doing it more and invested in some equipment - now I make
time most days to have a work-out; the buzz I feel after is incredible
and i'm already noticing an improvement in my body and my moods!

My friend was having a really hard time, they were
constantly being down on themselves and I couldn't get
them to listen. I love getting creative and I thought it

would be nice if I wrote down all the things I love about
my friend! I included some funny little quotes and
things from Google which I thought would let them

know just how much I love them!
 

I bought a jar and wrote everything out on coloured
paper, to give it a real personal touch. When I took
them a little care package with the jar - they were

over the moon! A few weeks after they messaged me
to say what a difference the little notes were making

and it made my heart happy :) 

IT'S OKAY NOT TO FEEL OKAYIT'S OKAY NOT TO FEEL OKAY

Easier said than done, but sometimes dragging the kids out for
a walk can turn into a real adventure. We avoid places with
shops and snack stands and pack a bag with everything we

might need. Being a single parent isn't easy!
 

 My kids are young so their imaginations are wild; we walk
along canals and wooded areas - our favourite thing is to go

Troll hunting. We've not found one yet, but all the sticks we get
along the way mean we get to have plenty of sword fights.
Playing with the kids and getting out of the house can really

help me get out of my own head. 

Light some candles, do a very exaggerated skincare
routine, paint my nails and spend the night in my

comfiest lazy clothes watching movies, eating
chocolate and taking control of being alone.

 
Alone doesn't always mean lonely - especially when

you're taking time to look after yourself. 
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Through this time in our lives it can be hard to feel productive &
accomplished. We aren't going out as much, our minds aren't being
exercised and our bodies aren't moving as much as we are used to.

This all has an impact on overall wellbeing.
 

Lists are great for lots of reasons. They help organise the tasks you
have to get done, things you want to do and for giving you a sense
of purpose. Forget not feeling like you've done enough - even one

thing ticked off your list shows you have been productive.
 So why don't you give it a go? 

 Inspired by Mrs Hinch, I started to write

TA-DA lists alongside my to-do lists.

This gave me a boost, changing how I

see my productivity in a more positive

way. I no longer dread reading my lists,

because I am looking at what I have

managed to do rather than focusing on

what I haven't done.

- FVC STUDENT

y o u r  p r o d u c t i v i t y  d o e s
n o t  d e f i n e  y o u r  w o r t h

Instead of setting your goals
at the start of the day, take time

at the end of your day to list
ANYTHING you've done. All you did

was get out of bed? Pop it on there. 
 

Then take a moment to feel a
sense of accomplishment because
YOU found the strength in yourself

to do what you could.
 

Be Proud of yourself.
We're proud of you too! 
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Here are seven little spaces for you to write in the things you've accomplished
today - remember, it doesn't matter how small this achievement is, just get it

down on paper. Then look back and remember you can do this! Mark each
achievement with something fun like a      or a     

Share your ta-da lists with us & tag
us on instagram @fvc.littlebook so we

can see how you're getting on



HEY YOU,
DON'T FORGET HOW SPECIAL

YOU ARE AND ALL THE GREAT THINGS
YOU'RE CAPABLE OF ACHIEVING

 
REPEAT THESE LITTLE THINGS EVERY
WEEK AND SEE IF IT HELPS IMPROVE

YOUR MOOD
DAY colour in the face that looks how you feel right now. no 

matter the answer - i want you to go do something active. keep
hydrated and go do something to get your blood pumping - whether it's
a walk, dancing, cycling, whatever! then when you're done, colour in the

face which looks most how you feel after a bit of activity!

it's activity day again!
 

60 minutes of exercise
- you can do it all in

one go or spread it out
through the day with
different activities -
the choice is yours.

 
just get up & move

that body! 

DAY
take the time to prepare
something tasty. it can be

your favourite meal, a
delicious snack, a healthy

alternative or a
refreshing drink!

 
sometimes our mood
improves when we

accomplish even the little
things. write down what
you had, add a picture or

make a little doodle.

DAY
it's all about you today!

 
take a breather and take as long as you

can just for you. watch a movie or read a
book. maybe you want to meditate or do

some crafts?  everything else can wait.
you must always remember self-care and

do what makes you feel good!

DAY start your day by writing down one thing
you love about yourself or your life. no

matter how small or silly it might seem to
someone else, as long as it matters to you! 

DAY
write down three things that 
make you happy. if you ever

need a pick me up, just look a
your list and pick something
from it to boost your mood!

DAY
hydration is key and water can
sometimes help your mood. for
every drink you consume today,
colour in a glass, draw more if

you're a thirsty camel.

DAY

1

2

3

write down today's
activity down below!
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We are not saying you have to Mrs Hinch your life, but if
you're stuck in the same space pretty much all the time - you
want it to be fresh and clean. If you're having a bad mental
health day, it's not easy to get the motivation to get up and

clean a whole house. But if you just take one room or one area
at a time - it'll make the task easier and less overwhelming.

Something as small as making your bed can make a
difference in the morning!

We're going to share a list of resources we've found helpful -
but we know how extremely difficult it can be to reach out to
get help. The mental health services in our country are under
strain and there's a huge feeling of despair that comes with
being placed onto long waiting lists just to get help you need.

Don't give up, there are people you can talk to and it's not good
for you to keep everything locked up, Sometimes writing
things down before you speak to someone can help you

remember everything you want to say, too. 

THINGS THAT HELPED US COPETHINGS THAT HELPED US COPE

These are some collective coping mechanisms that we've used during periods of
isolation and we hope that they may benefit others in similar situations!

When we aren't in our normal settings, it can be really
difficult to establish a routine. But taking time to set alarms
and write down a plan for the day ahead can really help each
day feel less empty. It left us feeling productive - even if the

things we achieved were small, it fills your day with structure!

Even if you can't be with others - you can get outside and take
advantage of the fresh air! Your walk doesn't have to be long

or overly exertive but any exercise can be good for your
mental and physical health. If you are also struggling being in
a confined space with others, it can help to remove yourself

from the situation and go walk to have a time out. 

Make a list here of things you've done
or tried that help you cope so you can
refer back if you're having an off day!
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Write notes during classes or if your
lecturer records sessions, go back and
watch after the class. Use moodle and
teams - most classes have copies of

slideshows and discussion points available
for you to look at!

 
If your class are having a discussion, write
down some of the talking points - it could
help you understand the content more!

 
INot sure what everyone is talking about?
Write it down and research! Then write it
in a way you understand - this is helpful
for when it comes to doing assessments

later down the line. 

g e t t i n g  w o r k  d o n e
It's hard to get motivated and sometimes it can be overwhelming when assessments, assignments

and projects start to pile up. It's so easy just to avoid everything all together but we don't want
anyone falling behind! So let's forget about overdue and concentrate on what we can do!

m a k e  a  l i s t

 Once you've written the list put them
in order of importance. Consider which

one is due in first/most overdue.
Those should be at the top of your list.
 Is it an assessment or is it a piece of
homework? Both are important but
assessments are graded so I would

recommend prioritising these. 
 Speak to your lecturers or learning

support services - they will help you! 

Don't get overwhelmed by the amount of
work you have to finish - start by writing
everything down on a bit of paper or in a

document on your computer. 
 

1.

2.

3.

s e t  y o u r s e l f  g o a l s
Everyone is different but try and manage
your work in a way that works for you.

Set aside time each day to work on
things and try to schedule this so you
know what you're working on and you

can focus.
 

Make a plan with your lecturers if it helps
- make a timeline and don't stress if you

go off plan a little bit! Just be honest
with yourself and those around you -
they're here to support your learning. 

w h a t ' s  y o u r
 l e a r n i n g  s t y l e ?

If you're struggling to take information in
- maybe you need to adapt your studying
to reflect your individual learning style.
There are great resources online where
you can learn your style - tailor your
notes to suit this and you might find

things easier! 

k e e p  g o o d  n o t e s

w o r k s p a c e

It's not always possible to recreate a
classroom environment. If you are
working from home - there's no

guarantee you're going to get peace and
quiet. But it's important to try and

establish an area that's just for you.
Make it comfortable, free of clutter and

ensure you've got as much space as
possible to work. 

 
If this is something you're struggling with

at home, reach out to learning support
and see if they can help!
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g e t t i n g  w o r k  d o n e
Here's a template you might find useful when it comes to writing notes on a class or preparing

study materials for something you're working on. Try using highlighters and different colours if you
can to make things stand out for you!

CLASS/UNIT:

LECTURER: DATE:

TOPIC OVERVIEW:

KEYWORDS/PHRASES TO CONSIDER:

RESOURCES TO LOOK AT (BOOKS,

WEBSITES, MOODLE ETC)

QUESTIONS TO ASK LECTURER/

THINGS TO RESEARCH FURTHER:



can you find all the words? take sometime out and curl up somewherecomfortable - why not use differentpens to create a colourful masterpiecewhen you're finished?

sometimes your headcan feel like a bit of amaze, take a second tofind somewhere calm  -concentrate on gettingfrom one side of themazes to the other. 

how many words can you makeout of the letters in each hive?challenge yourself and see whatyou can come up with!

a
pr

t
ye

s

v
g

m
o

n

l

e

c
h i

a
d w

e
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SOME PEOPLE MAKE
FALLING ASLEEP LOOK

SO EASY.
 

there are seven pictures here. colour each day in
and think about the following - 

 
how do you feel when you wake up?

 what did you do before bed?
 how do you feel about the day ahead?

 

SLEEPING
 MORE ENERGY

 MORE PRESENCE, CLARITY

AND FOCUS

 ABILITY TO BE MORE

PRODUCTIVE

 INCREASED MOOD AND

HAPPINESS

 BETTER HEALTH AND

IMPROVED IMMUNE SYSTEM

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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A DOODLE A DAYA DOODLE A DAY
KEEPS THE BOREDOM AT BAYKEEPS THE BOREDOM AT BAY

take some time every day to add to your doodle collection. fill
this page with scribbles, doodles, colours and more!
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MONDAYMONDAY

m o o d  t r a c k
Choose colours to represent feelings - fill in the key below and then use that key for your
daily mood blocks - you can colour the letters in at different times of the day to see how

things change.  Spend the fortnight thinking about these feelings - what did you do to
change or encourage them? Did taking the time to think them through help? 

happy
positive 

motivated

content
peaceful
relaxed

frustrated
angry

annoyed

sad
lonely

miserable

tired
drained

worn out
 

loved
appreciated

excited

MONDAYMONDAY
TUESDAYTUESDAY

WEDNESDAYWEDNESDAY
THURSDAYTHURSDAY

FRIDAYFRIDAY
SATURDAYSATURDAY

SUNDAYSUNDAY
TUESDAYTUESDAY
WEDNESDAYWEDNESDAY
THURSDAYTHURSDAY
FRIDAYFRIDAY
SATURDAYSATURDAY
SUNDAYSUNDAY

WEEK ONEWEEK ONE

WEEK TWOWEEK TWO
copyright
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You can do one, some or all of these challenges - colour in the 
squares every time you complete one! You can tag us in your instagram stories

too and share your progress @fvc.littlebook

G R A T I T U D E
C H A L L E N G E

Spend some time
outside

in nature - go for a
social distanced walk
with a loved one if
you can. Appreciate
the environment

around you.

Reach out to
someone you haven't
spoken to in a while
- whether it's a call,

a text or an
interaction on social

media. It might
make their day!

 

Find out if there's
any opportunities to
volunteer or help in

your local area.
Either virtually or
with community

groups.

Call up  a friend or
family member and

ask how they're
doing. Take the time

to listen.

 
 

Time for a random
act of kindness!

Donate to a
foodbank via your
local supermarket

Put your favourite
music on and sing
along if you can or

have a dance if you're
up for it!

 
Enjoy the things that

make you happy.

Turn that alarm off.
 

Give yourself
permission to sleep

in and get some
extra rest.

Write a letter or an
email to someone

who has helped you.
A mentor, a lecturer,
a friend? Let them

know how much you
value them

Facetime with a
friend and do
something fun

together. Like an
exercise class or

watching a movie!

Take some time to
reflect and be grateful
for your mind & body;

no matter what.

Make a list of
things you need to

do; Empower
yourself and tackle
one thing at a time!

Self-Care Day
 

Take time out and do
something just for you.
You're in charge of your
own happiness - make

it happen!

Prepare a bag of
donations; put

together things you
no longer want or
need that you can

give to charity.

List three things that
you love about yourself.

 
1.

2.

3. 

List three things that
you're grateful for

 
1.

2.

3.
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People can make us feel a whole load of emotions, but keeping things bottled up isn't 
healthy and sometimes we don't want to lash out at people or upset anyone else with 

what we want to say - so we say nothing at all. You can pull out your phone or use 
pen & paper, write the things you want to say, write the story you want to tell,

even doodling things to work your feelings out counts. 
 

It can really help calm you down and put situations into perspective.
Poems don't have to rhyme,

Stories don't have to have punctuation,
Letters don't even need a destination.

Do what you need to do, it'll all be fine. 

Today I lost my te
mper.

Yesterday 
I was annoy

ed.

Tomorrow is
n't here ye

t.

But it's gett
ing harder 

to avoid.

 
Cook. Clean

. Cry.

Fighting wit
h the world

 trying to 
use some in

ternet.

"Is that piec
e of work r

eady, yet?
"

No. But it's okay
, I'll work unti

l midnight.

 
Cook. Clean

. Cry.

"Mummy, Mummy.

Look at this
 picture I drew!"

Breathe. Eve
ryone is in 

the same b
oat as you.

 
Cook. Clean

. Cry.

"Can we go
 to nursery

 today?"

Stop asking
. Please jus

t go away.

They don't 
understand 

why you fe
el this way

.

 
Cook. Clean

. Cry.

"Shall we g
o outside?"

It might bre
ak up the d

ay.

Chin up, lif
e won't alw

ays be this
 way.

 

I've never b
een so alone

.

I can't reme
mber my la

st adult con
versation.

It's not the 
same over t

he phone.

It's a consta
nt state of

 frustration
.

 

Today I lost my te
mper.

Yesterday 
I was annoy

ed.

We might a
ll be in this

 together,

But it doesn'
t fill the v

oid.

Go get comfortable, take yourself away from
whatever is giving you negative feelings.

Don't stop to worry about if it makes sense,
just get everything out of your system.

See it through until you've got everything out in
the open or until you feel calm/better. 

Decide what you want to do with your feelings.
Did it help? You can keep your words or you can
rip them up and be done with them. Maybe you

still have more you want to say?
 
 

Even if it didn't help - you gave it a try and that's
what matters! It can take a while to find

something that works for you. If it did help,
maybe you can find some online writing groups

and get to know people who also enjoy it! 

w r i t e  i t  o u t
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poem: JH
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you will need:

material you can make a card out of, anything you can

get your hands on to decorate

Reaching out to people can be difficult; if you've

experience loneliness it can be quite overwhelming. Why

not reach out to a local care home or assisted living

facility in your area and ask if you can write some letters

to the residents? Make some colourful, fun cards and

write a message to the recepient inside - it could make a

difference to someone else's wellbeing, especially if they

too are lonely. You could include a poem, your favourite

quotes or just a message of support to let them know they

aren't alone.

you will need: smooth stones, paints or colouring pens,

black sharpie

Want to leave inspirational messages or little words of

kindness to strangers? If you head out on a walk in nature,

look out for smooth stones that are big enough to

decorate. Take them home and get them cleaned up then

get creative! You can hide them round places on your next

walk and really make someone's day when they find it! This

is a great activity you can do alone or with friends and

family. Set a challenge with others - start a zoom call and

decorate them over video with loved ones! 

you will need:

scissors, an old box/shoe box, scrap pieces of card,

glue or selotape, plain paper and pens or paints

This is great if you have kids, younger siblings or if you

just love to keep busy. You're going to turn that old box

into a dollhouse, racing track for cars, anything you can

think of! Use the extra scraps of card to accessorise

and decorate the inside - make tables, cars etc. Cover

everything in plain paper and colour it in before

sticking it in place. Depending on what you've got in

the house, you could create a whole village of boxes!

I find crafts and colouring to be so relaxing; sitting with a cuppa and playing my favourite music in the background when I finally get
some time to myself - it destresses me and gives my mind something else to focus on so by the time i'm done, I feel so much better

than when I started. Try some of these ideas and colour in the doodles next to them!

g e t  c r a f t y  &  c r e a t i v e

get crafty idea #1

get crafty idea #2

get crafty idea #3



DESIGN YOUR OWN POSITIVE MANTRADESIGN YOUR OWN POSITIVE MANTRA

what's something you live by? or
maybe you could come up with
something to inspire others.
create a fun and colourful

mantra to follow when you need
one the most

 
 

you can share it with us and tag
@fvc.littlebook on instragram
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Follow each branch on the tree wherever possible and set some goals - give yourself the year to
achieve these. You can add or change them at any time! Tear this page out when you're done with

the booklet and pin it somewhere visible to keep yourself motivated. 

g o a l  g e t t e r
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o u r  f a v o u r i t e s



h e l p f u l  b i t s

Breathing Space - 0800 83 85 87
24 hours at weekends (6pm Friday - 6am Monday).

6pm to 2am on weekday
 

Breathing Space is free to phone from a landline and
any mobile phone network. The phone number won't

show up in telephone bills.

Side By Side
https://sidebyside.mind.org.uk/about

Side by Side is an online community where you can
listen, share and be heard. Side by Side is run by

Mind.

Shout - 85258
Shout is the UK’s first 24/7 text service, free on all

major mobile networks, for anyone in crisis anytime,
anywhere. It’s a place to go if you’re struggling to

cope and you need immediate help.

PANDAS
0843 28 98 401 (9am-8pm - seven days)

PANDAS Foundation vision is to support every
individual with pre (antenatal), postnatal depression

or postnatal psychosis in England, Wales and
Scotland.

The Mix
Freephone: 0808 808 4994 (11am-11pm)
Crisis Support: Text 'THEMIX' to 85258
Website: www.themix.org.uk/get-support

The Mix provides judgement-free information and
support to young people aged 13-25 on a range of
issues. Young people can access support via phone,

email, webchat, peer to peer and counselling services.

r e a c h i n g  o u t s t u d e n t  t h i n g s

Cite This For Me
If you're struggling to Harvard Reference your work -

this site provides an excellent tool to help you get
the job done!

https://www.citethisforme.com/

Google Scholar
Google Scholar is a search engine for academic texts

across a wide variety of topics and it's a great
website for making your bibliography better.

https://scholar.google.com/

Quizlet
Create your own or explore flashcards to help you

study a wide variety of subjects!
https://quizlet.com/

Fettle Health
Fettle provides an affordable, convenient and discreet

means of managing your sexual and reproductive
health.

https://fettle.health

RCA Trust
Contact: 0141 887 0880
info@rcatrust.org.uk

The RCA Trust, formerly known as the Renfrew Council on
Alcohol, provides community based alcohol and gambling
related prevention and treatment services in Scotland. 

 

UNIDAYS
Free discounts for college and university students.. 

https://www.myunidays.com


